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Abstract The rates of type 2 diabetes (T2D) are rising to
epidemic proportions in the US and worldwide. While
current T2D medications are efficacious, significant side
effects have limited their use and availability. Our laboratory
has discovered that abscisic acid (ABA) exerts anti-diabetic
effects, in part, by activating peroxisome proliferator-
activated receptor γ (PPAR γ). However, since ABA does
not bind to the ligand-binding domain (LBD) of PPAR γ, the
mechanism of activation of PPAR γ by ABA remains
unknown. Lanthionine synthetase component C-like protein
2 (LANCL2) was predicted to be a novel target for the
binding and signaling of ABA in human granulocytes and rat
insulinoma cells. The goal of this study was to determine
whether LANCL2 is a molecular target of ABA and other
PPAR γ agonists. To this end we performed homology
modeling to construct a three-dimensional structure of
LANCL2 using the crystal structure of LANCL1 as a
template. Our molecular docking studies predicted that
ABA and other PPAR γ agonists (e.g., rosiglitazone and

pioglitazone) share a binding site on the surface of LANCL2.
The identification of a binding site for PPAR γ agonists will
facilitate the high-throughput virtual screening of large
compound libraries and may shed new light on alternative
mechanisms of PPAR γ activation.
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Introduction

According to recent estimates from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), about 30% of the United
States population is obese and 65% is overweight. One of the
major consequences of these high rates is manifested by the
increased prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D), a
disorder that is characterized by high blood glucose in the
context of insulin resistance that progresses towards pancre-
aticβ-cell dysfunction leading to insulin deficiency [1]. There
are an estimated 23.6 million people in the US (7.8% of the
population) with diabetes, 90% of whom are type 2 diabetics
[2]. With prevalence rates doubling between 1990 and 2005,
CDC has characterized this increase as an epidemic.

Current antidiabetic drugs used in the management of T2D
elicit important insulin-sensitizing and anti-inflammatory
effects. However, side effects associated with using these
medications are serious, any of which may limit their use [3].
For example, sulfonylureas, the first widely used oral
hypoglycemic medications, cause hypoglycemia [4]; bigua-
nides are typically reserved for patients experiencing
gastrointestinal side effects [5] and thiazolidinediones
(TZDs) could lead to an increase in the incidence of liver
damage and potential liver failure, fluid retention, weight
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gain and congestive heart failure [6]. Thus, it is critical to
discover novel, naturally occurring drugs and nutraceuticals
against T2D.

Our laboratory is actively screening and discovering
novel, naturally occurring, orally active nutraceuticals
against diabetes, cardiovascular disease, gut inflammation
and inflammation-driven cancer that activate nuclear
receptors. Of note is the discovery of a peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) γ-activating and
anti-inflammatory phytohormone, abscisic acid (ABA),
which is also a potent insulin-sensitizing agent. PPAR γ
is one of three PPAR isoforms (α, δ, and γ) that is a
component of an extensive group of transcription factors
controlling adipogenesis and glucose homeostasis, and both
of these processes directly affect obesity and T2D [7]. ABA
is a phytochemical regulating fundamental physiological
functions in plants but it can also be endogenously
synthesized in mammalian cells, including granulocytes,
pancreatic β-cells and monocytes [8].

PPAR γ is required for ABA to induce its full spectrum
of effects [9], but our unpublished data indicate that ABA
does not bind directly to the ligand-binding domain (LBD)
of PPAR γ. Therefore, the complete mechanism of
activation of PPAR γ by ABA is unknown. Recently,
Sturla and his colleagues provided in vitro results suggest-
ing that the lanthionine synthetase component C-like
protein 2 (LANCL2) is the membrane receptor required
for ABA binding on the membrane of human granulocytes,
and that LANCL2 is necessary for transduction of the ABA
signal into cell-specific functional responses in granulo-
cytes [10]. LANCL2 is a member of the eukaryotic
lanthionine synthetase component C-Like (LANCL)
protein family, which is related to the bacterial lanthio-
nine synthetase component C [11] and is a putative novel
target for the discovery and development of drugs and
nutraceuticals.

In order to further understand the function of LANCL2
through its structure and to investigate whether ABA
activates LANCL2 via direct binding to its extracellular
domain, we performed homology modeling of human
LANCL2 using the crystal structure of human lanthionine
synthetase component C-like protein 1 (LANCL1) as a
template [12], assessed the model quality and refined the
model through energy minimization procedures. We then
used a blind docking approach to elucidate the location of
the potential LBD of LANCL2 for ABA. Docking results
were evaluated by investigating the interaction of
multiple ABA conformations with LANCL2. We also
tested whether other synthetic and naturally occurring
agonists of PPAR γ could bind to LANCL2 by blind
docking. Interestingly, we found that these PPAR γ
agonists could bind to the binding region of LANCL2
we propose is occupied by ABA. Among the tested

ligands, thiazolidinediones (TZDs) and ABA showed the
most favorable binding energy, thereby indicating the
highest probability of binding to LANCL2.

Materials and methods

Template selection and model building

Template selection is a critical step in homology modeling.
The amino acid sequence of LANCL2 (Homo sapiens) was
obtained from the protein database at the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI, http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/). LANCL2 includes 450 amino acid residues
and its accession number is NP_061167. To determine if
structural templates in addition to LANCL1 [12] were
available, sequence searching was done. BLASTp (protein–
protein BLAST) and the BLOSUM62 scoring matrix were
applied to search for potential templates for LANCL2 in the
non-redundant protein sequence database [13]. Gap exis-
tence was penalized 11 from an overall score and each gap
extension was deducted 1. Based on this analysis, LANCL1
(H. sapiens) was identified as the only template for
modeling LANCL2 (H. sapiens).

To further verify whether LANCL1 is an appropriate
template, multiple sequence alignment (MSA) was used to
analyze conserved residues and potential sequence motifs
of LANCL2. Five target sequences (LANCL2) and five
template sequences (LANCL1) from different organisms
were selected from the protein database in NCBI. MSAwas
performed using the CLUSTALW package in Biology
Workbench applying the default parameters to insure proper
alignment between the template and target [14, 15]. The
high sequence identity (54%) and sequence similarity
(71%) indicate the suitability of LANCL1 as a template
for LANCL2 in homology modeling (Fig. 1).

The three-dimensional structure of LANCL2 was con-
structed by using the SWISS-MODELWorkspace [16]. The
template used was the X-ray structure of LANCL1 (2.6 Å
resolution, PDB entry code 3E6UC) [17].

Model assessment and refinement

Model quality was assessed employing two types of
assessment tools, ANOLEA [18] and PROCHECK [19].
Local quality model estimation (ANOLEA) describes the
quality of different fragments of the same model. Energies of
each residue were calculated based on an atomic empirical
mean force potential. The stereochemical check (PRO-
CHECK) was applied to determine if the 8 and = dihedral
angles were in available zones of the Ramachandran plot.

After initial model assessment, an energy minimization
(EM) procedure was carried out with the GROMACS 4.0.5
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software suite using an all-atom force field (OPLS-AA)
[20, 21]. The purpose of an EM procedure is to reduce
steric clashes in the input structure and to obtain lower
potential energy in the system and therefore a more stable
structure. The EM algorithm used was steepest descent
minimization [22]. The maximum force to stop minimiza-
tion, energy step size and maximum number of minimiza-
tion steps to perform were set to 1,000 KJ mol−1 nm−1, 0.01
and 50,000, respectively. The final LANCL2 model was
superimposed on the crystal structure of LANCL1 to check
the structural differences between the homology model and
template by using the RAPIDO program [23].

Ligand structure

The three-dimensional structure of ABA was downloaded
from PubChem, a database of chemical molecules main-
tained by the NCBI [24]. The compound ID of ABA is
5280896 and its molecular formula is C15H20O4.

Molecular docking

The docking of ABA into the LANCL2 model was
performed with AutoDock (version 4.2) [25]. AutoDock-
Tools, the graphical front-end for AutoDock and AutoGrid,
was used to set up, run and analyze AutoDock dockings.
The Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA) was used in
AutoDock as the search method to perform automated
molecular dockings [26]. Default parameters were applied,
except for the number of GA runs, population size and

maximum number of evaluations, which were set to 100,
250 and 25,000,000, respectively.

In order to identify potential binding sites of ABA on
LANCL2, the docking procedure was performed in two
steps. At first, the docking was applied to the whole protein
target, with a grid covering the whole surface of the protein.
AutoDock can be used when the location of the binding site
is unknown. This is often referred to as “blind docking”,
when all that is known is the structure of the ligand and the
macromolecule [27–32]. To search the entire surface of the
protein of interest, very large grid maps were created using
AutoGrid, with the maximum number of points in each
dimension. The grid was a 126 Å cube with grid points
separated by 0.59 Å and centered at the middle of the
protein. This grid was big enough to cover the entire
surface of LANCL2. Then the preliminary dockings with
AutoDock were performed to search for particular regions
of LANCL2 that were preferred by ABA. In the second
round of docking, smaller grids were built around potential
binding sites. The X, Y, Z dimensions of grid were set to
70 Å with grid points separated by 0.375 Å.

Analyzing results of docking

The search for the best ways to fit ABA into LANCL2
using AutoDock resulted in docking log files that contained
detailed records of docking. These log files were read into
ADT to analyze the results of docking. The similarity of
docked structures was measured by computing the root-
mean-square-deviation (RMSD) between the coordinates of

Fig. 1 Sequence alignment of
LANCL2 (Homo sapiens) with
LANCL1 (H. sapiens) using the
BLASTp algorithm. The Query
is the LANCL2 amino acid
sequence, while the Sbjct is the
LANCL1 sequence. Identical
residues are showed in the line
between Query and Sbjct. A
plus (+) indicates a conserved
substitution
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the atoms and creating clustering of the conformations
based on these RMSD values. In most cases the first cluster
was also the largest cluster found. The lowest binding
energy conformation in the first cluster was considered as

the most favorable docking pose. Binding energies that are
reported represent the sum of the total intermolecular
energy, total internal energy and torsional free energy
minus the energy of the unbound system.

Fig. 2 Multiple sequence alignment of selected LanC proteins.
LANCL2_MM2: Macaca mulatta; LANCL2_HS: Homo sapiens;
LANCL2_RN: Rattus norvegicus; LANCL2_MM: Mus musculus;
LANCL2_BT: Bos taurus; LANCL1_MM: Mus musculus; LANCL1_RN:
R. norvegicus; LANCL1_HS: H. sapiens; LANCL1_BT: B. taurus;
LANCL1_DR: Danio rerio. Completely conserved residues in the listed

sequences are highlighted with a red background. Identical residues are
highlighted with a magenta background. Different residues are shown in
lower-case letters. Seven conserved GxxG motifs and corresponding loop
bulges are outlined by blue boxes. Canonical SH3-binding motifs are
underlined with green lines. Positions of GSH-binding residues in LANCL1
are denoted by black dots
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Results and discussion

Template search

Homology modeling relies on establishing an evolutionary
relationship between the sequence of a protein of interest
and other members of the protein family whose structures
have been solved experimentally by X-ray crystallography
or NMR. For this reason, the major limitation of this
technique is the availability of homologous templates. In
most cases, two proteins with more than 35% sequence
identity are likely to be homologous [33]. The crystal
structure of human LANCL1 (3E6U), which shares 54%
sequence identity with LANCL2, has been reported by
Zhang and colleagues [12].

To further verify whether functionally important residues
and motifs are conserved, multiple sequence alignment was
performed between five LANCL1 and five LANCL2
sequences from different organisms (Fig. 2). The alignment
showed all LANCL2 sequences also had seven conserved
GxxG motifs similar to LANCL1. These seven conserved
GxxG-containing motifs are considered to be a signature
feature of the LANCL family of proteins because they are
absent in other double helix barrel proteins [12]. Further-
more, canonical SH3-binding motifs and GSH-binding
residues of LANCL1 also appeared to be highly conserved
in the five LANCL2 sequences. All of these findings
suggest that LANCL1 and LANCL2 are not only conserved
in terms of sequence but are also functionally similar, thus
homology modeling of LANCL2 using the LANCL1
structure as template is appropriate.

Model building

SWISS-MODEL Workspace was used to generate the
homology model of LANCL2 according to the crystal
structure of LANCL1 [16]. As expected, the predicted
structure of LANCL2 consists of two layers of α-helical
barrels consisting of 14 α-helices. The outer barrel is
formed by seven helices that are parallel to one another,
while the inner barrel is formed by seven helices that are
also parallel to one another. The orientation of the two layer
barrel helices is opposite, but both inner and outer barrels
have a left-handed twist. The seven conserved GxxG-
containing bulges are at the N-termini of the inner helices.
These bulged loops reduce the entry size of the central
cavity formed by the inner helix barrel. Therefore,
LANCL2 is unlikely to use the central cavity as a ligand
binding site. The structure of LANCL2 is shown in Fig. 3
[34].

Model assessment and refinement

Two levels of assessment were performed to determine the
quality of the model generated. The atomic empirical mean
force potential ANOLEA was used to assess packing quality
of the models [18]. ANOLEA performs energy calculations
on a protein chain, evaluating the “non-local environment”
(NLE) of each heavy atom in the molecule. In the ANOLEA
plot, the y-axis of the plot represents the energy for each
amino acid of the protein chain. Negative energy values (in
green) represent a favorable energy environment whereas
positive values (in red), an unfavorable energy environment
for a given amino acid. Most amino acid residues in the
LANCL2 model appeared in a favorable environment
(Fig. 4). The PROCHECK suite of programs assesses the
stereochemical quality of a given protein structure [19]. The
Ramachandran plot from PROCHECK also indicated
the good quality of the model, with 85.3% of 8,= angles
in the favored core region, 13.7% in allowed regions, and
only 0.5% of residues in generously allowed regions and
0.5% in disallowed regions (Fig. 4).

To improve and verify the stability of the initial
structure, an energy minimization procedure was applied
to the LANCL2 model [22]. The energy minimization
procedure was set to stop when the maximum force reached
1,000 KJ mol−1 nm−1. The potential energy in the system
decreased in the energy minimization procedure. At the
same time, the RMSD of LANCL2 structure relative to the
starting structures increased only 0.03 nm. These results
show that after the energy minimization procedure, the
LANCL2 structure became more stable. Finally, the
homology model of LANCL2 improved by the EM
procedure and crystal structure of template (LANCL1)
were compared using RAPIDO, a superposition webserver

Fig. 3 Overall structure of LANCL2. The homology model of human
LANCL2 is shown in New Cartoon representation with coloring
according to secondary structure. Purple Alpha helix, blue other helix,
yellow bridge_beta, cyan turn, green coil. The image was rendered in
VMD
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[23]. Figure 5 shows the LANCL2 model is very similar to
the LANCL1 structure, including two layers of α-helical
barrels and seven GxxG-containing bulges. The RMSD
between the LANCL2 model and LANCL1 structure is
0.47 Å. On the basis of the above analysis, the homology
model of LANCL2 improved by the EM procedure was
employed for the following docking study.

Molecular docking and result analysis

The AutoDock program is one of the most widely cited
docking programs in the research community, owing its

efficiency to the use of the LGA and a grid-based scoring
function comprising several terms, including dispersion/
repulsion energy, directional hydrogen bonding, screened
Coulomb potential electrostatics, a volume-based solvation
term, and a weighted sum of torsional degrees of freedom
to estimate the entropic cost of binding [32]. Furthermore, it
can identify potential binding sites of a ligand on a protein
using blind docking, without the information about binding
sites. In addition, full consideration of flexibility of ligands
during the docking procedure makes AutoDock an appro-
priate tool for binding site identification. The docking of
ABA with LANCL2 was performed in two steps.

Fig. 4 ANOLEA plot (left) and Ramachandran plot (right) of
modeled LANCL2. In the ANOLEA plot, negative values (green)
indicate residues in a favorable environment and positive values (red)
indicate residues in an unfavorable environment. In the Ramachandran

plot, the favored and most favored region is yellow and red
respectively; pale yellow is the generously allowed and disallowed
regions are white
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In the first step, the blind docking approach was used in
order to identify the potential binding sites of LANCL2.
The grid generated by AutoGrid was big enough to cover
the entire surface of LANCL2. The 100 resulting con-
formations of ligands were clustered with an RMSD cluster
tolerance of 2.0 Å. The clustering plot revealed that 58% of
the poses of ABA are located in the first cluster with a
mean binding energy of −6.70 kcal mol−1 (Fig. 6).
Examination of the distribution of the binding site on the
LANCL2 implies that ABA shows preferential binding to
the loop regions of LANCL2, which is consistent with our

prediction about the substrate-binding site of LANCL2
(Fig. 7). This region on the LANCL2 with the high
population of clusters was considered as the potential
binding site for ABA. Figure 8 shows ABA bound inside
a pocket in LANCL2. The binding pocket was surrounded
by TYR179, LYS284, PHE285, PRO291, ASN296 and
SER295. LYS 283 was located in the bottom of the pocket.
Two hydrogen bonds formed between the nitrogen atom in
the side chain of LYS283 and two hydroxyl groups of ABA
that positioned ABA deep in the pocket and increased the
affinity of ABA for LANCL2 (Fig. 8).

Fig. 5 Superposition of the LANCL2 model and the LANCL1
template structures. Blue LANCL2, red LANCL1, cylinders helices,
tube random coil

Fig. 7 Overview of the distribution of conformations. Each docked
conformation is represented by a green sphere placed at the average
position of the coordinates of all the atoms in that conformation. The
binding site with the most poses of ABA is outlined by the red box

Fig. 6 Representations of
docked results by clustering
histogram. The 100 resulting
conformations of ligands were
clustered with root-mean-
square-deviation (RMSD)
cluster tolerance of 2.0 Å.
Abscissa represents the lowest
binding energy in each cluster
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In the second step (focused docking), ABA was docked
into the binding site previously found. The use of an
increased grid resolution focusing on the predicted binding
site allows more focused searching and better evaluation of
the protein-ligand interactions, and consequently lower
binding energies are obtained with respect to the blind
docking (Fig. 9). Comparisons of docking results were
performed between blind docking and focused docking
(Table 1).

Docking test of other PPAR γ agonists on LANCL2

In order to determine whether other PPAR γ agonists might
also bind to LANCL2, we docked several small molecules,
including rumenic acid, punicic acid, catalpic acid, eleos-
tearic acid, calendic acid, jacaric acid, pioglitazone and
rosiglitazone, to LANCL2 using the blind docking method.
Docking results are displayed in Table 2 according to the
lowest binding energy of these chemicals. Compared to the
other molecules, pioglitazone and rosiglitazone showed
better binding ability to LANCL2 with lower binding
energy. These compounds belong to the TZD class of
T2D drugs and, in contrast to ABA, are known to bind to
the LBD of PPAR γ. Docking results showed that
pioglitazone and rosiglitazone could bind to the same
binding site as ABA on LANCL2 (Fig. 10). On the basis
of this result, we propose that LANCL2 is not just
necessary for transduction of the ABA signal into cell-
specific functional responses, but it may also be one
important membrane receptor for a series of antidiabetic
drugs that act by activating PPAR γ. Further studies are in
process to verify our prediction.

Conclusions

The aim of this study was to build a three-dimensional
structural model of LANCL2 and to identify the binding
site of ABA in LANCL2. In the present work we generated
the model of LANCL2 by homology modeling, to which
ABA was docked using the blind docking method. By
focused docking, the best binding site of ABA with low
binding energy was identified, which indicates that
LANCL2 may serve as the membrane receptor for ABA.
Additionally, pioglitazone and rosiglitazone bound to the
same site as ABA on LANCL2. On the basis of these
findings, we propose a novel mechanism by which PPAR γ
agonists can elicit their biological effects. Our LANCL2
model will be applicable for virtual screening of novel
compounds for the treatment of T2D and other inflammatory
diseases.

Fig. 8 Representative binding modes of the most stable docked
orientation of abscisic acid (ABA) with LANCL2. LANCL2 is shown
in a molecular surface model. ABA is shown by a cyan stick model,
and selected residues of LANCL2 are depicted by gray stick models.
Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed green lines. Amino acid
residues surrounding ABA are labeled

Fig. 9 Clustering histogram (left). The 256 resulting conformations of
ligands were clustered with RMS cluster tolerance of 1.0 Å. Abscissa
represents the lowest binding energy in each cluster

Table 1 Comparison docking results between blind docking and
focused docking

Cluster
number

Lowest
binding
energy

Mean binding energy
in the first cluster

Blind
docking

20 −7.46 kcal/mol −6.70 kcal/mol

Focused
docking

10 −8.08 kcal/mol −7.92 kcal/mol
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Table 2 Docking results of small molecules to LANCL2, ranked by the lowest binding energy
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